
VEHICLE 
TRANSFORMATION 
SYSTEM

PROTECTION.
 » Total accessory integration.
 » TANGO™     offers high impact bed rail 

protection that prevents scratches, scuffs 
and dents.

 » A smooth anodised finish increases 
durability and resistance to wear.

STYLE.
 » TANGO™     has been styled to enhance the 

appearance of your vehicle by ‘finishing’ 
the bed rail with a frame that contrasts 
the painted surface with styling cues from 
other vehicle features such as chromed 
handles and wheels.

EASE.
 » Transform your transport. TANGO™     

makes accessorising simple by 
guaranteeing every TANGO™     accessory 
is intuitive to use.

 » Install in minutes without needing special 
knowledge, tools or modification of your 
vehicle.

SECURITY.
 » TANGO™     gives you functional assurance 

that your accessory will work the way it 
was intended every time.

PRO-FORM Innovation brings you TANGO™   , the ultimate vehicle transformation 
system that provides a universal mounting platform that effortlessly transforms a 
vehicle to the requirements of your lifestyle choice.

TANGO™     integrates seamlessly with your vehicle and offers a unique accessory platform 
that guarantees simplicity and functional assurance for any TANGO™     accessory you 
choose to enjoy.

When you see the      icon just ‘plug n play’ the accessory that suits your needs.
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PRO-FORM’s SPORTGUARD™ is the perfect combination to your TANGO™     
system.  Offering a unique combination of formed to fit style; tough, durable 
material and an intuitive ‘snap-fit’ installation.

Stylish PRO-FORM Sportbar   

Cross bars mount easily into the ‘C’ channel

SPORTGUARD™ truck bed protection

Increased load carrying capacity

LOADMASTER     cargo management system

Bike rack accessories

TANGO™   ’s unique functionality and design means 
when you see the    icon just ‘plug n play’ any of these 
accessories.

Bike Rack Accessories – using the TANGO™     side rails you can easily 
attachment off the shelf bike racks which fit into a ‘C’ channel.

The next generation SPORTLID     retains the style and security you’ve come to 
expect from PRO-FORM but adds new unique features, such as incorporated 
cross bars, central locking, interior lighting and improved load carrying 
capacity (both under and on top of the lid).  
Quick installation onto the TANGO™     system, easy-on easy-off usage and 
seamless integration with other TANGO™     accessories.

Accessorise with a stylish new PRO-FORM Sportbar     which mounts directly 
onto the TANGO™    . Integrated brake light available for selected vehicle 
models.

Need to organise the back of your deck?  Contain your groceries, sports gear 
or tools. The LOADMASTER     cargo management system gives you the ability 
to separate items and keep them from moving around in the back of your 
deck. Multiple locking positions gives flexibility and security.


